The main intrinsic evaluation for vector space representation has been focused on textual similarity, where the task is to predict how semantically similar two words or sentences are. We propose a novel framework, Story Cloze Evaluator, for evaluating vector representations which goes beyond textual similarity and captures the notion of predicting what should happen next given a context. This evaluation methodology is simple to run, scalable, reproducible by the community, non-subjective, 100% agreeable by human, and challenging to the state-of-theart models, which makes it a promising new framework for further investment of the representation learning community.
Introduction
There has been a surge of work in the vector representation research in the past few years. While one could evaluate a given vector representation (embedding) on various down-stream applications, it is time-consuming at both implementation and runtime, which gives rise to focusing on an intrinsic evaluation. The intrinsic evaluation has been mostly focused on textual similarity where the task is to predict how semantically similar two words/sentences are, which is evaluated against the gold human similarity scores.
It has been shown that semantic similarity tasks do not accurately measure the effectiveness of an embedding in the other down-stream tasks (Schnabel et al., 2015; Tsvetkov et al., 2015) . Furthermore, human annotation of similarity at sentencelevel without any underlying context can be subjective, resulting in lower inter-annotator agreement and hence a less reliable evaluation method.
There has not been any standardized intrinsic evaluation for the quality of sentence and documentlevel vector representations beyond textual similarity 1 . There is therefore a crucial need for new ways of evaluating semantic representations of language which capture other linguistic phenomena.
In this paper we propose a new proxy task, Story Cloze Test, for measuring the quality of vector space representations for generic language understanding and commonsense reasoning. In this task, given a four-sentence story (called the context) and two alternative endings to the story, the system is tasked with choosing the right ending. We propose the following Story Cloze Evaluator modules: (1) Given an embedding of a foursentence story (the context) and two alternative ending sentences, this module rewards the system if the embedding of the context is closer to the right ending than the wrong ending. (2) Given the embedding for each of the four sentences and each of the two alternatives, this module uses the trajectory of the four vectors to predict the embedding of the fifth sentence. Then the system is rewarded if the predicted vector is closer to the right ending than the wrong ending.
A vector representation that achieves a high score according to the Story Cloze Evaluator is demonstrating some level of language and narrative understanding. We describe the Story Cloze Test in Section 2, where we show that this test is scalable, non-subjective and 100% agreeable by human.
We further describe our evaluation methodology in Section 3. As with any evaluation framework, we expect the setup to be modified over time, the updates of which can be followed through http:// Story Cloze Test looks similar to language modeling at sentence level. However, predicting an ending to a story is less subjective and more deterministic than only predicting the next sentence. Experimental evaluation has shown (Mostafazadeh et al., 2016 ) that huamn performs 100% on this task, which makes it a very reliable test framework. Moreover, evaluation results have shown that a host of state-of-the-art models struggle to achieve a high score on this test 4 , which makes the task even more compelling for the representation learning community to focus on.
Crowdsourcing Story Cloze Test
Story Cloze Test dataset can be easily scaled to hundreds of thousands of instances by crowdsourcing. The crowdsourcing starts from sampling 2 Scripts represent structured knowledge about stereotypical event sequences together with their participants, e.g., {X kills Y, Y dies, X gets detained}.
3 More examples can be found here: http://cs. rochester.edu/nlp/rocstories/ 4 The best performing system based on Deep Structured Semantic Model (DSSM) (Huang et al., 2013) performs with the accuracy of 58%, where a random baseline achieves 50%. complete five-sentence stories from the ROCStories corpus. This corpus is a collection of ∼50,000 crowdsourced short commonsense everyday stories 5 , each of which has the following major characteristics: (1) is realistic and non-fictional, (2) has a clear beginning and ending where something happens in between, (3) does not include anything irrelevant to the core story. These stories are full of stereotypical causal and temporal relations between events, making them a great resource for commonsense reasoning and generic language understanding.
The crowdsourcing process continues as follows: given a complete five-sentence story, the fifth sentence is dropped and only the first four sentences (the context) are shown to the crowd workers. For each context, a worker was asked to write a 'right ending' and a 'wrong ending'. The workers were prompted to write 'wrong ending' which satisfies two conditions: (1) The sentence should follow up the story by sharing at least one of the characters of the story, and (2) The sentence should be entirely realistic and sensible when read in isolation. These conditions make sure that the Story Cloze Test cases are not trivial.
Quality Control. The accuracy of the Story Cloze test set plays a crucial role in propelling the research community towards the right direction. A two-step quality control step makes sure that there are no vague or boundary cases in the test set. First, the initially collected Story Cloze Test cases are compiled into two sets of full five-sentence stories. Then for each five-sentence story, independently, three crowd workers are tasked to verify whether or not the given sequence of five sentences makes sense as a meaningful and coherent story, rating within {-1, 0, 1}. Then, only the initial test cases which get three ratings of 1 for their 'right ending' compilation and three ratings of -1 for their 'wrong ending' compilation are included in the final dataset. This process ensures that there are no boundary case of vague, incoherent, or hard to follow stories, making human performance of 100% accuracy possible.
Data Split. Any collection of Story Cloze Test instances will be split into validation and test sets 6 , where the test set will be blind and not accessible by the systems under evaluation. There is cur- Jim got his first credit card in college. He didn't have a job so he bought everything on his card. After he graduated he amounted a $10,000 debt. Jim realized that he was foolish to spend so much money.
Jim decided to devise a plan for repayment.
Jim decided to open another credit card.
Gina misplaced her phone at her grandparents. It wasn't anywhere in the living room. She realized she was in the car before. She grabbed her dad's keys and ran outside.
She didn't want her phone anymore.
She found her phone in the car.
When I first moved into my house, I didn't know my neighbors. While mowing one day, I found a kickball in my yard. I felt this was the perfect opportunity to meet my neighbors. I grabbed the ball and went next door to return it.
They were very friendly and appreciated it.
I threw the kickball through their closed window.
Amber had a lot of things to do this Sunday. She made a list of all the places she needed to go. She hurried to get ready. She was worried that she would not have enough time.
Amber was so hurried that she left the list at home.
Amber enjoyed a relaxing two hour brunch.
Tim was entering a baking contest. He decided to make his famous donuts. He made a big batch and entered them into the contest. The judges thought they were delicious.
Tim won the baking contest. The judges vomited from the taste of the donuts. 
Story Cloze Evaluator
There are various ways we can use Story Cloze Test for evaluating an embedding model at paragraph and sentence level. We propose the following alternatives.
Joint Paragraph and Sentence Level Evaluator
For this evaluator, a system should have two different modules for embedding either an alternative (a sentence) or a context (a paragraph), which ideally should be trained jointly. The evaluator works as follows: given the vector representations of the two alternative endings and the four-sentence context as a whole (Figure 1) , it rewards the embedding model if the context's embedding is closer to the right ending embedding than the wrong ending. The closeness can be measured via cosine similarity of the embeddings. This method evaluates joint paragraph-level and sentence-level vector representations, where all the representations are projected into the same vector space. Representing semantics of a paragraph as a vector is a major unresolved issue in the field, requiring its own detailed discussions. Here, we represent a paragraph according to what should happen next, which can be beneficial for various generic language comprehension frameworks. Deferring the representation of the context paragraph to the system under evaluation, makes it possible to use various sequence modeling techniques, among others, for representing the context.
Sentence-level Evaluator
For this evaluator, the embedding should be at sentence-level. The evaluator works as follows: given the vector representations for each of the four sentences and the two alternative endings (Figure 2) , the evaluator component uses the trajectory of the four sentences to predict the embedding of the ending sentences. Then the embedding model is rewarded if the predicted embedding is closer to the right ending than the wrong ending.
Given that the evaluator module should be simple and deterministic, we do not want to use any learning components inside the evaluator. Hence, we need a simple and deterministic procedure for predicting the ending embedding. There are different vector operations that can be used for this purpose. Addition operation is one option, however, addition is commutative whereas the relative temporal ordering of the sentences in a story is not. Taking into account the temporal progression of a story, we propose to use the distance vector between adjacent sentences: for a given context of sentences a, b, c, d, we need to predict the distance vector e − d which then predicts the ending vector e. This can be achieved using a basic multivariable curve fitting among the distance vectors of adjacent sentences, e.g., using linear least squares error. Of course the validity of this technique, or any other ones trying to compose the sentence vectors into one vector, requires large scale testing and a comprehensive analysis. As with the other vector space evaluations such as word analogy, further details about this evaluation setup should be finalized after future experiments.
Baselines
We present preliminary results on evaluating basic embedding models on Story Cloze Test. Here we use the test set split of the available Story Cloze Test dataset, comprising of 1,872 instances. We experiment with the following models: 1. Word2Vec: Encodes a given sentence or paragraph with its average per-word word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) embedding. 6. Skip-thoughts Model: A Sentence2Vec embedding which models the semantic space of novels. This model is trained on the 'BookCorpus' (containing 16 different genres) of over 11,000 books. We retrieve the skip-thoughts embedding for the two alternatives and the four sentences, representing the context as the average embedding of the four sentences.
Deep Structured Semantic Model (DSSM):
This model (Huang et al., 2013) learns to project two different inputs into the same vector space, consisting of two separate embedding modules. It is trained on ROCStories corpus, consisting of 49,255 stories. We retrieve the DSSM embedding for the two alternatives and the context of foursentences.
For this evaluation we use the joint paragraph and sentence level evaluator module (Section 3.1). Table 2 shows the results, where 'constant' model simply chooses the first alternative constantly. As the results show, there is a wide-gap between human performance and the best performing baseline, making this test a challenging new framework for the community. 
Major Characteristics
Our proposed method for representation learning captures the linguistic and semantic property of scripts, which has not been captured by any of the other many existing intrinsic benchmarks. Our method goes beyond capturing human ratings of the similarity of two words or sentences, and towards a more interesting linguistic phenomena of capturing 'what is next', which can potentially affect many other downstream applications.
Our evaluation method is very simple to implement and is based on a high quality resource for accurate evaluation. The human agreement on choosing the right ending of the Story Cloze Test is 100%, making the evaluation schema reliable for making further meaningful progress in the field. Story Cloze evaluation together with the dataset are accurately reproducible by the community. Furthermore, hundreds of thousands of Story Cloze instances can be crowdsourced to non-expert workers in the crowd, making the evaluation scalable.
Although the embeddings models will be trained for the specific application of predicting the ending to a given short story, their impact is not isolated to narrative understanding since they capture the generic characteristics of a sequence of logically related sentences. Hence, we can hypothesize that the context vector representations which perform well on our method can be used as features in other language understanding and commonsense reasoning tasks, e.g., reading comprehension tests (Hermann et al., 2015; Weston et al., 2015; Richardson et al., 2013) which often require a system to infer additional events given a premise paragraph. Of course, demonstrating that this knowledge is indeed transferable well among different language tasks will be the next step. However, given that the Story Cloze Test is designed as a test of a model's ability to understand and reason with language in a fairly general sense, it does seem plausible that success on Story Cloze Test can translate into success in other downstream language understanding tasks.
Conclusion
In this paper we propose a new method for vector representation evaluation which captures a model's capability in predicting what happens next given a context. Our evaluation methodology and the dataset are simple, easily replicable and scalable by crowdsourcing for quickly expanding the resource. Human performs with an accuracy of 100% on this task, which further promises the validity of benchmarking the progress in the field using this evaluation method.
Representation learning community's focus on commonsense reasoning and inferential frameworks can help the research community to make further progress in this crucial area of NLP and AI. We expect the embedding models which somehow leverage commonsense knowledge, perhaps in the form of narrative structures or other knowledge resources, to perform better on our evaluation framework. We believe that a vector representation that achieves a high score according to the Story Cloze Evaluator is demonstrating some level of commonsense reasoning and deeper language understanding.
